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 Sonata in A    Sonata in B minor
1 Adagio 1’ 16” t Adagio 2’ 51” 
2 Allegro  1’ 37” y Allegro 1’ 54”
3 Adagio  2’ 13” u Grave 1’ 47”
4 Largo 2’ 03” i Allegro 1’ 47”
5 Vivace 1’ 36”

 Suite in D minor    Suite in G  
6 Slow Almand 4’ 45” o Ground 5’ 12”
7 Corant  2’ 02” p Minuett 0’ 59”
8  Saraband 5’ 39”

 Sonata in G minor   Sonata in D minor (Anon.)
9 Adagio 2’ 27” a Preludio 2’ 40”
0 Allegro-Adagio 2’ 02” s  Fugato 2’ 56”
q Allegro 1’ 37” d Allemanda  4’ 56”
   f Corrente 2’ 09”
 Suite in F  g  Sarabanda 3’ 41”
w Scotch Tune 1’ 11” h Gavotta 1’ 57”
e Air 1’ 31” j Giga 3’ 19”
r Jigg 1’ 01” 
     TT: 67’ 14”
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William Croft was born in Nether Ettington, Warwickshire in December 1678, and was educated in 
music as a choirboy in the Chapel Royal in London, a position probably obtained through his relative 
Herbert Croft of Croft Castle, Dean of the Chapel Royal and later Bishop of Hereford. When he 
was discharged from the Chapel in 1699 he became organist of St Anne’s, Soho and soon after 
rejoined the Chapel as a gentleman, becoming successively one of the organists, a composer and 
Master of the Children as well as organist of Westminster Abbey. Most of his time and energy must 
have been spent in the service of the Anglican church, though as a young man he was also involved in 
secular music-making in London, as the music on this CD demonstrates. His keyboard suites (19 are 
currently known, together with a number of separate pieces) would probably have been written for 
teaching his pupils in the Chapel Royal the harpsichord, as well perhaps as the daughters of upper-
class London families, while his violin sonatas and other instrumental chamber music suggest that 
he took part in concerts, private or public, though he is not mentioned in concert advertisements 
at the time. He also worked in the theatre, providing music for five plays put on at Drury Lane 
between 1700 and 1706.

Croft was the inheritor of an English tradition of writing for the harpsichord that was inherited 
from Henry Purcell and John Blow; Blow was his teacher in the Chapel Royal and he was heavily 
influenced by Purcell’s music. Beyond them the tradition reached back to English keyboard music of 
the early Restoration period, by Matthew Locke and his contemporaries, and ultimately to French 
models. As the pieces on this CD show, most harpsichord music of the period was cast in dance 
forms, with the dances often grouped into suites. French composers often wrote long, loosely-
grouped sequences of pieces in particular keys, as in François Couperin’s ordres, while their German 
contemporaries tended to standardise the sequence of dances, often using the core arrangement 
Allemande – Courante – Saraband – Gigue. By contrast, English composers wrote short but 
unpredictable sequences: of the three recorded here, the one in D minor (no. 6 in the collected 
modern edition) consists of a relatively conventional grouping of Almand – Corant – Saraband, but 
the F major suite (no.12) consists of keyboard versions of three movements from Croft’s suite for 
Steele’s play The Funeral (1700), a Scotch Tune, a saraband-like air and a jig. The G major suite (no. 
13) is even less conventional, consisting just of an extended ground bass movement followed by a 
short minuet.
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Croft followed Blow and Purcell in using two idioms for his harpsichord music. The ‘high style’, found 
here mostly in the D minor suite, is serious in tone and idiomatic for the harpsichord, with complex 
textures often using the elegant dotted rhythms of French harpsichord music and sometimes using 
the interlocking broken part-writing of the style brisé, a texture ultimately derived from lute music. 
In the ‘low style’, found in the F major suite, the textures are much simpler, consisting of a tune and 
a bass (the first violin and bass parts of the original four-part string writing) with an occasional inner 
part or chord. Pieces of this sort were probably composed or arranged for teaching purposes, and 
often sound best on the small bentside spinet, the most popular type of English domestic keyboard 
instrument at the time. The G major ground bass uses elements of the two styles: it is serious and 
complex, though the writing is largely polarised between treble and bass – which perhaps suggests 
that it too is a keyboard version of an ensemble piece. Like the first section of the Aria in J. S. Bach’s 
Goldberg Variations and many other Baroque works, it is based on four notes descending from 
tonic to dominant (the traditional passacaglia sequence) followed by a matching cadence, making 
an eight-bar phrase.

Croft’s three sonatas for violin and continuo come from a publication advertised in 1699 and 
published the following year, so they are relatively early works. Indeed, they are among the first 
sonatas for a single instrument and continuo to be published by an Englishman, preceded only by 
Daniel Purcell’s 1698 set and single works by Thomas Farmer and the amateur composer Edward 
Finch. As we might expect, they are largely Italianate in style, particularly in each opening Adagio 
and Allegro, though the rather free counterpoint in the allegros suggests that his models were 
not Corelli’s op. 5 sonatas (which were not published until 1700) but earlier Italian composers. 
However, there is also a good deal of music in the English post-Purcell idiom, such as the expressive 
ground-bass movement in the A major sonata, the chromatic Adagio at the end of the Allegro of the 
G minor sonata, or the jig-like movements that end all three sonatas. An unusual feature is that the 
bass parts are extremely elaborate, taking part fully in the musical argument with frequent running 
passages; most seventeenth-century Italian solo sonatas have simple, subservient bass lines, merely 
accompanying the violin. Perhaps Croft had the idea of borrowing the idiom of contemporary 
English organ voluntaries, with their running left-hand passages.    

David Pollock studied at the Royal College and Royal Academy of Music.  He was inspired to take 
up historical performance because of a longstanding love for the music of J. S. Bach, and soon came 
to specialise in the harpsichord, winning the Croft Early Music First Prize.       

Since then he has appeared at such venues as the Purcell Room, St John’s Smith Square, St George’s 
Bristol, St. David’s Hall Cardiff, and Fairfield Halls Croydon, and has performed in international 
music festivals in Great Britain and abroad to critical acclaim.  He has established a reputation as 
an interpreter of the keyboard works of J. S. Bach and is in demand as a recitalist and concerto 
soloist.  Notable projects have included the complete harpsichord concertos of J. S. Bach and the 
complete virginals music of  William Byrd.  Solo recordings include The French Harpsichord and 
O Mistris Myne:150 years of English virginals music, and he has also released a CD with the The 
Parnassian Ensemble.

David is also interested in contemporary music and champions the harpsichord in this field.  Many 
composers have written specifically for him, including Colin Hand, Robert Page and Gavin Stevens.  
As the collection grows, David hopes to compile a modern-day ‘Virginals Book’ which would tie 
together his interests in early and modern music.

The complete CRD Catalogue can be seen on our web site: www.crdrecords.com
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Violin by Joannes Georgius Thir, Vienna, eighteenth century, in baroque set-up. Baroque bow by Roger Doe. 

Harpsichord: Double-manual Flemish/French instrument by Anne and Ian Tucker, 1999. 

Replica of Ruckers-Hemsch, 1636/1763; prepared and tuned by Edmund Pickering.

Pitch: A=415 Hz; Temperament: unequal

With thanks to Actionsight Ltd. for their generous support. Thanks also to Professor Hugh McLean for  
providing a copy of the anonymous sonata, and to Alison Townley for first advising of its existence.
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The last work on the disc, the anonymous sonata or suite in D minor, comes from a manuscript in 
the possession of the Canadian organist and musicologist Hugh McLean; it was published by him in 
1987. The manuscript also contains organ music by Croft, Daniel Purcell, John Barrett and Maurice 
Greene and was probably written in the 1720s. The sonata seems to date from the same period. It 
is much more modern in style than Croft’s sonatas, following a prelude and fugue in the da chiesa 
idiom with five dances; until about 1720 composers tended to keep the da chiesa and da camera 
(or dance suite) types largely separate, following Corelli’s example. By then the running passages in 
the bass in the Fugato had become quite common. Also, the work is heavily influenced by Handel, 
particularly in the Gavotta with its spectacular obbligato harpsichord part, which seems to take its 
starting point from the gavotte with variations in Handel’s G major keyboard suite HWV441. There 
is no obvious candidate for the composer, though he was clearly imaginative and accomplished, with 
an individual and sometimes quirky voice.

© Peter Holman
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Duo Dorado
Hazel Brooks, violin · David Pollock, harpsichord
Duo Dorado was formed in 1999 when Hazel Brooks and David Pollock discovered a shared 
passion for the baroque repertoire for obbligato harpsichord and violin.  The immediate success of 
the duo encouraged them to go on to explore the rich repertoire for violin and basso continuo, 
developing interpretations which highlight how successful this music can be with no more on the 
bass line than a richly resonant harpsichord.      

The duo has appeared extensively across the UK and also abroad, and has been praised for its 
dynamic presentation of a wide spectrum of music from established classics to that which is almost 
completely unknown. Hazel and David are fascinated by the historical background of the music and 
enjoy the process of turning dusty old manuscripts into living performances.  They are particularly 
drawn to neglected repertoire, this recording being the first in a project focusing on composers of 
the English Baroque. 
www.duodorado.co.uk

Hazel Brooks studied at Clare College, Cambridge. After graduation she went on to study the 
violin at the Hochschüle für Musik und Theater in Leipzig, and the Guildhall School of Music in 
London, where she specialised in early music, owing much to the inspiring teaching of Micaela 
Comberti.  Here she won the Christopher Kite Memorial Prize and the Bankers Trust Pyramid 
Award, and she was a finalist in the international competitions in York and Antwerp. 

As a baroque violinist, Hazel now works regularly as a recitalist and in chamber ensembles.  She has 
given solo recitals in most major venues throughout the UK as well as in Germany, Russia and Spain.  
She is frequently asked to lead orchestras and enjoys appearing as a concerto soloist. 

Hazel also has an interest in unusual instruments and her recitals often include the viola d’amore.  
She is in demand as a medieval-fiddle specialist throughout Europe and America, and has released 
recordings with the Boston Camerata, USA and duo Trobairitz.  She has also been involved in an 
inspiring project combining Western and Moroccan musicians.  Hazel’s musicological research is 
central to her musicianship.
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